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Financing and Solvency Basics 
 

This brief is part of the Unemployment Insurance Policy Hub created by the National 

Employment Law Project as a reference guide for state advocates to support efforts that will 

strengthen the economic security of workers and their families. For other Policy Hub resources, 

see www.uipolicyhub.org. 

 

 

Unemployment Insurance (UI) Financing and Solvency Definitions  

 

Experience Rating: A system of taxing employers at different rates based on their 

“experience” with unemployment. In most states, experience is measured by the share of 

former workers who receive UI benefits over a given period. 

Extended Benefits: A program available to workers who have exhausted regular 

unemployment insurance benefits during periods of high unemployment. The basic program 

provides up to 13 additional weeks of benefits when a state is experiencing high 

unemployment.  

Misclassification: When businesses wrongfully classify employees as independent 

contractors, which deprives workers of UI benefits and other protections. 

Solvency: The financial ability of a UI trust fund to pay out expected UI benefits and repay 

debts to the federal government. 

Taxable Wage Base: The portion of an employee’s annual wages that are subject to UI taxes. 

For example, the federal taxable wage base for UI is $7,000, so federal UI taxes must be paid 

on the first $7,000 of an employee’s annual wages (for more details, see UI financing below).  

UI Trust Fund: A fund, maintained for each state by the US Treasury, in which state UI taxes 

are deposited. Each state’s regular UI benefits are paid out of its trust fund. 

 

Overview 

At the root of many challenges facing the unemployment insurance (UI) system lies a glaring 

problem: federal and state policymakers have set up a tax structure that leaves the UI system 

chronically underfunded. As of January 1, 2022, only 16 states met the US Department of 

Labor’s recommended minimum financing standard for the UI trust funds used for 

unemployment benefits.1 

 

Even before the pandemic threw millions of people out of work and strained states’ UI funds, 

41 percent of states failed to meet minimum federal solvency standards.2 Continuous 

underfunding of UI has consequences for workers because states with inadequate reserves 
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in their trust funds routinely try to compensate by reducing expenditures rather than 

increasing revenue. This means cutting worker benefits, restricting worker eligibility for 

benefits, or both—actions which have the worst impacts on workers of color.3 As a result of 

structural racism in the economy, Black, Latinx, and Native American workers confront 

higher unemployment rates, are more likely to be employed in underpaying jobs with 

inconsistent hours that are excluded by eligibility rules, and have fewer resources to draw 

on in times of unemployment.4  

 

To build a UI system that provides economic security to all jobless workers, states must 

secure sustainable financing to not only maintain their current systems but also expand UI 

eligibility, benefit levels, duration, and access. 

 

UI funding 

UI is funded by state and federal payroll taxes. UI taxes are not imposed on all wages but on a 

portion of wages known as the “taxable wage base.” While UI taxes are paid by employers in 

most states,5 researchers find that the cost is largely passed on to workers in the form of 

lower wages.6 The primary UI taxes are:    

 

• The Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) tax, levied by the federal government, 

funds state UI administrative costs, half the cost of the Extended Benefits program, loans 

to state trust funds, and other programs including labor market information and 

employment services for veterans. FUTA taxes are 0.6 percent times the federal taxable 

wage base (currently $7,000). This is equivalent to $42 per year for each full-time, year-

round employee.7      

 

• The State Unemployment Tax Act (SUTA) tax, imposed by states, funds state UI benefits 

and is used to repay any federal loans made to a state’s UI trust fund. Most SUTA taxes 

average 1 to 2 percent of the state’s taxable wage base, which varies widely by state. The 

actual tax rates paid by a specific employer vary depending on the employer’s past 

experience of laying off workers who claim unemployment benefits—a method of setting 

the tax rate known as “experience rating.” 

 

• Employees’ wages are directly taxed for UI in three states—Alaska, New Jersey, and 

Pennsylvania—helping fund UI benefits in those states. No other state requires an 

employee contribution for UI.8 

 

To avoid federal penalties, states must set their taxable wage bases at least at the level of the 

federal wage base (currently fixed at $7,000) and establish an experience rating system for 

setting employer taxes.  

State UI funding structures 

States otherwise have considerable power to shape their UI funding structures.9 Key state 

financing choices include how to determine the taxable wage base, what maximum and 

minimum tax rates and surcharges should be, whether to impose employee taxes, how to 

define “employees” for purposes of UI taxation, and how to structure the experience rating 

system. This brief focuses on states’ ability to determine the taxable wage base, the most 

crucial decision in determining adequate UI financing.  
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Most state UI systems are chronically underfunded because policymakers set their taxable 

wage bases too low. In 2021, 12 states, plus Puerto Rico and Washington, DC, had taxable 

wage bases of less than $10,000.10 This means that employers only paid SUTA taxes on the 

first $10,000 (or less) of workers’ pay, leaving the rest untaxed. Only 16 states had a taxable 

wage base of $25,000 or more in 2021.11 A key variable in state UI financing is how each 

state sets its taxable wage base:  

• Fixed taxable wage base: Twenty-six states plus Puerto Rico and Washington, DC tax a 

fixed dollar amount of wages.12 This can lead to financing shortfalls because the 

proportion of wages that are taxed declines each year as total wages paid in the state 

grow. 

 

• Flexible taxable wage base indexed to trust fund: Seven states set a variable taxable 

wage base tied to the state’s UI trust fund balance.13   

 

• Flexible taxable wage base indexed to wages: Eighteen states plus the US Virgin Islands 

set a variable taxable wage base based on a proportion of the state’s average weekly 

wage.14 Because the taxable wage base grows automatically as overall wages grow, these 

states often have the broadest taxable wage bases and the most stable financing. For 

example, Hawaii and Idaho set their taxable wage base at 100 percent of their average 

weekly wage. In 2021 that was $47,400 in Hawaii and $43,000 in Idaho. This means that 

the first $47,400 in wages was subject to SUTA taxes in Hawaii, and the first $43,000 was 

subject to SUTA taxes in Idaho. 

 

State UI systems were designed to be forward financed, meaning that they take in more 

revenue than they pay out during periods of low unemployment. Forward financing should 

allow state UI systems sufficient reserves to pay benefits during economic downturns, when 

large numbers of workers are laid off and seeking unemployment benefits. Yet most state 

trust funds are too underfunded to pay out recession levels of unemployment claims.  

 

States can take out loans from the federal government if they lack funds to pay UI benefits, 

but they must pay back those loans with interest. In recent recessions, the federal 

government has stepped in with additional unemployment funding, financing the entire cost 

of Extended Benefits as well as other special UI benefit programs. For example, during the 

pandemic recession in 2020 and part of 2021, the federal government fully financed 

emergency unemployment expansions, paid for the first week of regular state 

unemployment benefits, and funded other programs. 

 

UI experience rating 

Experience rating is a system of taxing employers at different rates based on their 

“experience” with unemployment. While a full discussion of the issues surrounding UI 

experience rating is beyond the scope of this brief, several points should be highlighted. The 

intent behind experience rating is to ensure that employers who lay off or otherwise 

discharge more workers bear more of the costs of paying for the UI system. It also serves as 

an incentive for avoiding layoffs.  

 

Studies show that experience rating does reduce layoffs.15 But in every state except Alaska, 

the experience rating is based on the UI benefits paid to laid off workers, which produces a 

more problematic incentive: it spurs employers to discourage the workers they discharge 
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from filing for UI and to contest their claims if they do file.16 This has produced an entire 

industry aimed at helping companies block laid-off workers from accessing unemployment 

support.17   

 

In addition to experience rating, states can also set maximum and minimum tax rates. Here 

too, a full discussion is beyond the scope of this brief. Note that when taxable wage bases are 

set higher, the same (or lower) tax rates can raise the same amount of revenue because a 

greater proportion of wages are subject to taxation.  

 

UI tax rates and worker misclassification 

Another way some employers try to avoid paying UI taxes is by claiming that their workers 

are independent contractors rather than employees. Workers who are misclassified in this 

way are shut out of claiming regular UI benefits18 as well as other workplace protections, 

and their employers do not pay UI taxes on their behalf.   

Workers can challenge misclassification with their state workforce agency, but this is often a 

long and arduous process. Researchers estimate that 30 percent or more of employers 

misclassify their employees as independent contractors, disproportionately impacting 

workers of color and immigrant workers who are overrepresented in low-paying, labor-

intensive industries where misclassification is rampant.19 This suggests that millions of 

workers are misclassified and that state and federal governments are losing billions in 

annual revenue to misclassification, undermining both UI coverage and solvency.20 

Federal Requirements and Guidance 

Federal law requires states to save their UI funds in a trust fund account and to use these 

funds only for paying UI benefits and other specified purposes. If states meet minimum 

federal requirements under FUTA and Title III of the Social Security Act, employers receive a 

substantial credit against their federal unemployment tax liability. Requirements include: 

 

• Using experience rating to determine state tax rates for employers (although states retain 

considerable leeway in how this system is structured) 

• Repayment of federal loans to state UI trust funds within a certain time frame (about three 

years)  

• Setting state wage bases equal to or higher than the federal wage base, which has been 

fixed at $7,000 since 1983 

 

For reference, see: 

• Conformity Requirements of State UC Laws – FUTA Tax Credit System 

https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/uilaws_futataxcredit.pdf  

• Conformity Requirements of State UC Laws – Experience Rating 

https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/uilaws_exper_rating.pdf   

• UIPL 30-83, Attachment: Federal Unemployment Tax Credits and Experience Rating  

https://oui.doleta.gov/dmstree/uipl/uipl83/uipl_3083a.htm   

• The Financing chapter of the Comparison State Unemployment Compensation Laws 

https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/uilawcompar/2021/financing.pdf   

 

 

  

https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/uilaws_futataxcredit.pdf
https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/uilaws_exper_rating.pdf
https://oui.doleta.gov/dmstree/uipl/uipl83/uipl_3083a.htm
https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/uilawcompar/2021/financing.pdf
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Policy Recommendations 

The system of state financing for unemployment benefits produces damaging incentives— 

state policymakers want to keep UI taxes low to appeal to businesses, which can produce a 

ruinous “race to the bottom” in UI taxes and revenue, especially during and after recessions, 

when UI trust funds are depleted.21  

 

Limited UI funding creates pressure to cut costs by reducing benefit levels, duration, or 

eligibility, which harms unemployed workers. Workers of color have experienced the 

greatest negative impact from UI cuts since, as discussed above, they confront higher 

unemployment rates, are more likely to be employed in underpaying jobs with inconsistent 

hours that make them more likely to be excluded by eligibility rules, and have fewer 

resources other than UI benefits to draw on in times of unemployment as a result of 

structural racism.22 

 

A shift to full federal financing of unemployment benefits would address this harmful 

dynamic, eliminating the incentive for states to compete for low UI taxes. At minimum, the 

federal government should fully finance UI expansions during recessions. In the absence of 

federal UI reform, states can act to improve the financing of their own systems. 

 

States should: 

1. Broaden the taxable wage base and index taxes to wages to automatically keep pace 

with wage growth. In 2021, 18 states plus the US Virgin Islands set a flexible taxable 

wage base indexed to the state’s average weekly wage.23 Jurisdictions with an indexed 

taxable wage base include conservative states such as Idaho, North Dakota, Oklahoma, 

and Utah.  

• Set the taxable wage base at a high proportion of average wages. For example, Hawaii 

(2021 taxable wage base $47,400) and Idaho (2021 taxable wage base $43,000) index 

their wage base to 100 percent of their average annual wage, while Oregon and 

Montana use 80 percent and Alaska uses 75 percent.24 On average, employers in 

Hawaii contributed $596 per covered employee in SUTA taxes in 2021.25  

• Another option, proposed by researchers at the Economic Policy Institute, is to set the 

taxable wage base at half of the Social Security taxable wage base limit, which was 

$147,000 for 2022 (so that half would be $73,500).26 The Social Security tax wage 

base is itself indexed so that it automatically adjusts to keep pace with wages. No 

states have adopted this proposal yet. 

2. Reform experience rating by shifting to a model where employers pay higher rates 

whenever they cut payroll or reduce hours worked, not when their former employees 

claim benefits. Because UI claims by former employees would no longer increase a 

company’s taxes, these reforms would eliminate incentives to prevent laid-off workers 

from successfully filing UI claims. States must also ensure their maximum and minimum 

tax rates are sufficient to finance their UI system. 

• Alaska uses an experience rating system based on payroll increases and reductions 

rather than on UI benefit payments and separations.27 
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• For an alternative proposal for experience rating based on changes in employee hours 

worked, see Reforming Unemployment Insurance, p. 36. 

3. Keep businesses from dodging UI taxes by using the “ABC test” to prevent worker 

misclassification and enforcing its standard. The ABC test is a legal rule for determining 

when a worker should be considered an employee for UI eligibility and taxation 

purposes. It’s the strongest standard for workers because it broadly defines who should 

be covered for UI, it strengthens trust fund solvency, and it is not easily manipulated by 

employers.  

 

The ABC test states that an individual providing a service to a business is presumed to 

be an employee of the business unless the individual (a) is free from the direction and 

control of the business, (b) provides labor outside the usual course of the business, and 

(c) is customarily engaged in their own independently established business.28  

 

As of 2022, more than 20 states—including West Virginia, Louisiana, and New 

Hampshire—currently use the ABC test to determine UI taxes and to prevent workers 

from being misclassified as independent contractors.29 It is essential that states not only 

include the ABC test in their laws but also enforce its standard to prevent employers 

from evading taxation. For more on worker misclassifications, see Proactive Solutions for 

Contracted Workers. 

 

Research Findings and Arguments to Support Reform 

UI financing is important for workers and for racial equity. 

Adequate UI financing is vital for workers and for building a racially equitable economy. 

States with inadequate trust fund reserves routinely try to contain program costs by cutting 

UI benefits, restricting eligibility for benefits, or both—actions which have the worst impacts 

on workers of color, as described below.30 Pressure to reduce UI benefits is most intense 

during and just after major recessions—just when workers need benefits the most.  

 

During and after the Great Recession (2007-2009), 10 states cut the maximum number of 

weeks that workers could receive UI benefits, from the traditional 26 weeks to as few as 12 

weeks.31 Other states tightened eligibility or failed to adjust the maximum UI benefit level for 

inflation, eroding the value of benefits. Following the pandemic economic crisis, another 

wave of states proposed cuts to the maximum weeks of benefits.32  

 

Slashing benefit weeks disproportionately harms Black workers, as it takes longer on 

average for unemployed Black workers to find new jobs as a result of hiring discrimination 

and systemic racism in labor markets.33 For example, in the last quarter of 2021, Black 

workers experienced an average of 31 weeks of unemployment, as opposed to 26 weeks for 

white workers.34 Allowing benefit levels to erode also inflicts the most hardship on Black 

and Latinx workers because households of color typically have few other resources to draw 

on as a result of racial wealth inequality.35 States need sufficient UI funding not only to 

sustain their current UI systems and prevent harmful cuts but also to improve UI and 

reverse policies that exclude workers of color.36  

  

https://www.nelp.org/publication/reforming-unemployment-insurance-stabilizing-a-system-in-crisis-and-laying-the-foundation-for-equity/
https://www.nelp.org/publication/proactive-policy-solutions-for-contracted-workers/
https://www.nelp.org/publication/proactive-policy-solutions-for-contracted-workers/
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Current UI financing is inadequate. 

State UI systems are supposed to be fully funded by UI taxes, but current taxable wage base 

rates in most states are inadequate for funding benefits even in times of low unemployment 

and fare worse during economic crises when unemployment rates rise. For example, in 

2021, 45 states and jurisdictions were taxing employers below the minimum financing rate 

needed to recover benefits and build up trust fund reserves—only eight states had set their 

average tax rate at the level needed for adequate financing.37  

On average, UI benefits replace 30 to 45 percent of the paychecks workers earned before 

layoff, but the share of wages that states tax for UI benefits has plummeted from 97.9 

percent in 1938 to just 24.3 percent in 2020.38 This perpetual shortfall guarantees that taxes 

will fail to keep up with benefits in most states.  

Broadening the taxable wage base is vital. 

If the federal taxable wage base had kept pace with inflation, it would be more than $55,000 

in current dollars.39 Instead the FUTA tax base has been stuck at $7,000 since 1982, and 

many states have fixed tax bases pegged to the federal rate or not much higher.40 Although 

the federal Social Security program and UI started out with the same taxable wage base in 

the 1930s,41 Social Security’s tax base was indexed to changes in the national average wage. 

As a result, it had a taxable wage base of $147,000 in 2022, compared to $7,000 for FUTA.42  

In addition to being inadequate, the low taxable wage base for UI taxes is inequitable: 

companies that employ many low-paid workers are taxed more heavily than those with a 

higher paid workforce because the taxable wage base functions as a cap. As an analysis from 

the Century Foundation points out: 

In California in 2020, for example, taxes would only be assessed on 6 

percent of the wages of a software engineer earning $125,000 per year, 

while a fast-food worker earning the average annual wage of $24,250 per 

year would have taxes assessed on nearly 25 percent of their salary. 

Moreover, since the unemployment tax is due on the first $7,000 per 

worker per year, and fast-food workers turn over quickly, it is easy to 

imagine a low-wage employer paying quadruple taxes to cover one 

single full-time equivalent line.43 

The tax impact on employers that pay low wages affects workers in several ways. Although 

in most states, UI taxes are charged to employers, research finds that employers pass this 

cost on to workers by paying them less.44 Since workers of color and women are 

concentrated in underpaying industries due to systemic oppression and sexism, UI taxes are 

levied on a much larger share of their wages and may disproportionately push down their 

pay.  

 

This negative effect is multiplied for workers who hold multiple part-time jobs, since UI 

taxes are levied on each job (even though workers’ part-time status may exclude them from 

claiming benefits in many states).45 In addition, because low taxable wage bases 

disproportionately raise the cost of hiring part-time and lower-paid workers, a low UI tax 

base may disincentivize employers from hiring these workers. One study suggests that 

expanding the taxable wage base would significantly raise the teenage employment rate.46 
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Stopping worker misclassification helps bolster UI financing. 

As mentioned above, states can capture more UI revenue by stopping employers from 

dodging UI taxes through use and strong enforcement of the “ABC test” to determine who is 

an employee. While data on worker misclassification is elusive, researchers estimate that 30 

percent or more of employers misclassify their employees as independent contractors, 

disproportionately impacting workers of color and immigrant workers, who are 

overrepresented in low-paying, labor-intensive industries where misclassification is 

rampant.47  

 

This suggests that millions of workers are misclassified and that state and federal 

governments are losing billions in revenue annually to misclassification.48 In fact, state 

audits find many misclassified workers:49 in 2019 Maryland detected 9,462 workers 

improperly classified as independent contractors and $52.2 million in taxable wages 

unreported to the UI system.50 In 2020, Wisconsin identified 8,925 misclassified workers, 

recovering $2.34 million in UI taxes and interest.51 By using the ABC test, rather than other 

legal tests that can be more easily manipulated by employers, and enforcing the standard, 

states can cut down on tax dodging.52 This measure also increases tax fairness for businesses 

that do not misclassify employees and already pay UI taxes for all of their workers.  

 

Reforming experience rating can realign employer incentives.  

For a discussion of experience rating and the need to realign employer incentives, see 

Reforming Unemployment Insurance, p. 45. 

 

Data and State Comparison Resources  

Compare your state’s methods of financing UI to other states. 

Consult USDOL’s annual Comparison of State Unemployment Insurance Laws for a detailed 

comparisons of states’ methods of financing UI, including:  

 

• The current level of each state’s taxable wage base and whether the wage base is fixed or 

flexible (Table 2-1) 

• How taxable wage bases are determined in states with flexible taxable wage bases (Table 

2-2) 

• Details on experience rating (Tables 2-3–2-5) 

• Processes for charging employers (Tables 2-6–2-9) 

• Maximum and minimum tax rates (Table 2-10) 

• Surcharges, surtaxes, and adjustments (Table 2-11) 

• Other procedures, including treatment of new employers, voluntary contributions, and 

interest repayment taxes (Tables 2-12–2-18) 

 

For an overview chart of key statistics on state UI programs, including quick comparisons of 

each state’s wages subject to tax and minimum and maximum tax rates, see USDOL’s annual 

Significant Provisions of UI State Laws. Both of these resources are updated annually, so table 

references may change. 

 

Evaluate your state’s UI tax system and compare its adequacy to other states. 

Check your state’s page in USDOL’s annual State Unemployment Insurance Tax Measures 

Report . The publication includes a US overview and pages for each state that provide details 

such as the state’s average tax rate and average employer UI tax contributions for every 

https://www.nelp.org/publication/reforming-unemployment-insurance-stabilizing-a-system-in-crisis-and-laying-the-foundation-for-equity/
https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/statelaws.asp#sigprouilaws
https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/statelaws.asp#sigprouilaws
https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/sig_measure.asp
https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/sig_measure.asp
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$100 of wages paid. Each state page includes a color-coded scale illustrating the state’s 

average tax rate compared to a minimum adequate financing rate, making it easy to see 

whether the state’s current financing structure is adequate for maintaining the system.  

 

Evaluate the solvency of your state’s UI trust fund and compare it to other 

states. 

Check your state’s page in USDOL’s annual State Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund 

Solvency Report . Like the Tax Measures report described above, this publication includes a 

US overview and pages for each state. The report includes statistics such as the trust fund 

balance compared to yearly benefit costs. As in the Tax Measures report, each state page also 

includes a color-coded scale illustrating the trust fund solvency level. 

 

The Century Foundation’s Unemployment Insurance Dashboard includes a map of states 

with easy comparisons of trust fund solvency and balances. Click on “How is UI financed?” to 

view the maps.  

 

Find additional UI financial data for your state.  

Consult USDOL’s annual Unemployment Insurance Financial Data Handbook for additional 

financial data available by state. Some particularly useful stats in this handbook include a 

comparison between average wages in employment covered by UI and average taxable 

wages—which can illustrate the very low proportion of wages that are taxed in many states. 

The handbook also provides year-by-year state information on total UI contributions 

collected, interest credited to the state trust fund, benefits paid, trust fund reserves at the 

end of the year, and the year-end balance of any federal loans to the state reserve funds. 

 

Find out how much UI tax revenue your state is losing to worker 

misclassification. 

Check the website of your state workforce agency for reports on audits that detect 

employers dodging UI taxes by misclassifying workers in your state. 
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